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ABSTRACT
The problem of “approximating the crowd” is that of es-
timating the crowd’s majority opinion by querying only
a subset of it. Algorithms that approximate the crowd
can intelligently stretch a limited budget for a crowd-
sourcing task. We present an algorithm, “CrowdSense,”
that works in an online fashion to dynamically sample
subsets of labelers based on an exploration/exploitation
criterion. The algorithm produces a weighted combina-
tion of a subset of the labelers’ votes that approximates
the crowd’s opinion.
INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing systems are a useful way to obtain many
opinions (or “votes”) very quickly. However, in cases
where each vote is provided at a cost, collecting a vote
from every member of the crowd in order to determine
the majority opinion can be expensive and may not even
be attainable under fixed budget constraints. Because
of the open nature of crowdsourcing systems, it is not
necessarily easy to approximate the majority vote of a
crowd on a budget by sampling a representative subset of
the voters. For example, the crowd may be comprised of
labelers with a range of capabilities, motives, knowledge,
views, personalities, etc. Without any prior information
about the characteristics of the labelers, a small sample
of votes is not guaranteed to align with the true majority
opinion. In order to effectively approximate the crowd,
we need to determine who are the most representative
members of the crowd, in that they can best represent
the interests of the crowd majority. This is even more
difficult to accomplish when items arrive over time, and
it requires our budget to be used both for 1) estimating
the majority vote, even before we understand the various
qualities of each labeler, and 2) exploring the various
labelers until we can estimate their qualities well.
Estimating the majority vote in particular can be expen-
sive before the labelers’ qualities are known, and we do
not want to pay for additional votes that are not likely to
impact the decision. In order to make economical use of
our budget, we could determine when just enough votes
have been gathered to confidently align our decision with
the crowd majority. The budget limitation necessitates
a compromise: if we pay for a lot of votes per decision,
our estimates will closely align with the crowd majority,
but we will only make a smaller number of decisions,
whereas if we pay for less votes per decision, the accu-
racy may suffer, but more decisions are made. There is
clearly an exploration/exploitation tradeoff: before we
can exploit by using mainly the best labelers, we need
to explore to determine who these labelers are, based on
their agreement with the crowd.
The main contributions of this work are a modular tem-
plate for algorithms that approximate the wisdom of the
crowd, including the exploitation/exploration choices,
and an algorithm, CrowdSense, that arises from spe-
cific choices within this template. In an online fashion,
CrowdSense dynamically samples a subset of labelers,
determines whether it has enough votes to make a deci-
sion, requests more if the decision is sufficiently uncer-
tain, and iteratively updates the labelers’ quality esti-
mates. CrowdSense keeps a balance between exploration
and exploitation in its online iterations – exploitation in
terms of seeking labels from the highest-rated labelers,
and exploration so that enough data are obtained about
each labeler to ensure that we learn each labeler’s accu-
racy sufficiently well. Our experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of CrowdSense for identifying the
representative members of the crowd and approximating
the crowd majority. In our discussions, a representa-
tive labeler is a member of the crowd whose votes are
consistent with the crowd’s vote most of the time, and
hence their votes are highly informative for accurately
approximating the crowd’s majority vote. Throughout
the paper, a “majority vote” refers to the simple, every
day sense of voting wherein every vote is equal, with no
differential weighting of the votes. This is in contrast to
a weighted majority vote, as we use in our algorithm,
wherein each labeler’s vote is multiplied by the labeler’s
quality estimate. This weighting scheme ensures that
the algorithm places a higher emphasis on the votes of
higher quality labelers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next
section presents a discussion on related work. The fol-
lowing section provides details on CrowdSense within the
general context of a modular framework for approximat-
ing the wisdom of the crowd. We then present the outline
of the datasets that we used and the baselines we con-
sidered, followed by experiments that demonstrate the
performance of CrowdSense against the baselines, and
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present the impact of specific choices within the general
framework. The last section presents concluding remarks
and directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
The low cost of crowdsourcing labor has increasingly
led to the use of resources such as Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk1 (AMT) to label data for machine learning
purposes, where collecting multiple labels from non-
expert annotators can yield results that rival those of
experts. This cost-effective way of generating labeled
collections using AMT has also been used in several stud-
ies (Dakka & Ipeirotis 2008, Kaisser & Lowe 2008, Nakov
2008, Snow, O’Connor, Jurafsky & Ng 2008, Sorokin
& Forsyth 2008, Nowak & Ru¨ger 2010). While crowd-
sourcing clearly is highly effective for easy tasks that
require little to no training of the labelers, the rate of
disagreement has been shown to increase with task dif-
ficulty (Gillick & Liu 2010, Sorokin & Forsyth 2008).
Although a range of approaches are being developed
to manage the varying reliability of crowdsourced labor
(see, for example Callison-Burch & Dredze 2010, Law
& von Ahn 2011, Quinn & Bederson 2011, Wallace,
Small, Brodley & Trikalinos 2011), the most common
method for using crowdsourcing to label data is to ob-
tain multiple labels for each item from different label-
ers and treat the majority label as an item’s true label.
For example, Sheng, Provost & Ipeirotis (2008) demon-
strated that repeated labeling can be preferable to single
labeling in the presence of label noise, especially when
the cost of data preprocessing is non-negligible. Dekel
& Shamir (2009b) proposed an algorithm for pruning
the labels of less reliable labelers in order to improve
the accuracy of the majority vote of labelers. First
collecting labels from labelers and then discarding the
lower quality ones presents a different viewpoint than
our work, where we achieve the same “pruning effect”
by estimating the qualities of the labelers and not ask-
ing the low quality ones to vote in the first place. A
number of researchers have explored approaches that
learn how much to trust different labelers, typically by
comparing each labeler’s predictions to the majority-
vote prediction of the full set. These approaches often
use methods to learn both labeler quality characteris-
tics and latent variables representing the “true” labels
of items (e.g. Dawid & Skene 1979, Kasneci, Gael, Stern
& Graepel 2011, Smyth, Burl, Fayyad & Perona 1994,
Smyth, Fayyad, Burl, Perona & Baldi 1994, Warfield,
Zou & Wells 2004), sometimes in tandem with learning
values for other latent variables such as task difficulty
(Welinder, Branson, Belongie & Perona 2010, Whitehill,
Ruvolo, fan Wu, Bergsma & Movellan 2009), classifier
parameters (Dekel & Shamir 2009a, Raykar, Yu, Zhao,
Valadez, Florin, Bogoni & Moy 2010, Yan, Rosales, Fung
& Dy 2010, Yan, Rosales, Fung, Schmidt, Valadez, Bo-
goni, Moy & Dy 2010), or domain-specific information
about the labeling task (Welinder et al. 2010).
1http://www.mturk.com
Our work appears similar to the preceding efforts in that
we similarly seek predictions from multiple labelers on
a collection of items, and seek to understand how to
assign weights to them based on their prediction qual-
ity. However, previous work on this topic viewed labelers
mainly as a resource to use in order to lower uncertainty
about the true labels of the data. In this paper, we seek
to approximate the correct prediction at lower cost by
decreasing the number of labelers used, as opposed to
increasing accuracy by turning to additional labelers at
additional cost. In other words, usually the classifier is
not known and the task is to try to learn it, whereas here
the classifier is known and the task is to approximate
it. This work further differs from most of the preceding
efforts in that they presume that learning takes place
after obtaining a collection of data, whereas our method
works in online settings, where it simultaneously pro-
cesses a stream of arriving data while learning the differ-
ent quality estimates for the labelers. Sheng et al. (2008)
is one exception, performing active learning by reason-
ing about the value of seeking additional labels on data
given the data obtained thus far. Donmez, Carbonell &
Schneider (2009) simultaneously estimate labeler accu-
racies and train a classifier using labelers’ votes to apply
active learning to select the next example for labeling.
We discuss the approach taken by Donmez et al. (2009)
later in the paper as one of the baselines to which we
compare our results, because this is the only algorithm
we know of aside from ours that can be naturally applied
to approximating the crowd in the online setting.
Finally, our work appears superficially similar to what is
accomplished by polling processes. Polls obtain the opin-
ions of a small number of people so as to approximate the
opinions of a typically much large population. However,
polling presumes knowledge of individuals’ demographic
characteristics, determining how to extrapolate from the
views of a small group with certain demographic char-
acteristics to a desired target population with its own
demographic characteristics. Our work knows nothing
about the demographics of the labelers, and at its core
assumes that however closely a labeler matches the over-
all crowd is a good predictor of whether the labeler will
do so in the future. Incorporating knowledge of labeler
demographics, in order to predict the qualities of label-
ers, is an intriguing direction for future work.
CROWDSENSE
Let us first model the labelers’ quality estimates as a
measure of their agreement with the crowd. Let L =
{l1, l2, . . . , lM}, lk : x→ {−1, 1} denote the set of label-
ers and {x1, x2, . . . , xt, . . . , xN} denote the sequence of
examples, which could arrive one at a time. We define
Vit := li(xt) as li’s vote on xt and St ⊂ {1, . . . ,M} as
the set of labelers selected to label xt. For each labeler
li, we then define cit as the number of times we have
observed a label from li so far:
cit :=
t∑
t˜=1
1[i∈St˜]
(1)
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and define ait as how many of those labels were consis-
tent with the other labelers:
ait :=
t∑
t˜=1
1
[
i∈St˜,Vit˜=VS
t˜
t˜
] (2)
where VStt = sign
(∑
i∈St
VitQit
)
is the weighted major-
ity vote of the labelers in St. Labeler li’s quality estimate
is then defined as
Qit =
ait +K
cit + 2K
(3)
where t is the number of examples that we have collected
labels for and where K is a smoothing parameter. Qit
is a Bayesian shrinkage estimate of the probability that
labeler i will agree with the crowd, pulling values down
toward 1/2 when there are not enough data to get a more
accurate estimate. This ensures that labelers who have
seen fewer examples are not considered more valuable
than labelers who have seen more examples and whose
performance is more certain. Labelers who are accurate
less than half the time can be “flipped” so the opposite
of their votes are used.
Pseudocode for the CrowdSense algorithm is given in
Figure 1. At the beginning of an online iteration to label
a new example, the labeler pool is initialized with three
1. Input: Examples {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, Labelers
{l1, l2, . . . , lM}, confidence threshold ε, smoothing
parameter K.
2. Define: LQ = {l(1), . . . , l(M)}, labeler id’s in descend-
ing order of their quality estimates.
3. Initialize: ai1 ← 0, ci1 ← 0 for i = 1, . . . ,M . Ini-
tialize Qit ← 0 for i = 1 . . .M, t = 1 . . .N
4. Loop for t = 1, ..., N
(a) Compute quality estimates Qit =
ait+K
cit+2K
, i =
1, . . . ,M . Update LQ.
(b) St = {l(1), l(2), k}, where k is randomly sampled
from the set {3, . . . ,M}.
(c) Loop for j = 3 . . .M, j 6= k
i. Score(St) =
∑
i∈St
VitQit, lcandidate = l
(j).
ii. If
|Score(St)|−Ql
candidate
,t
|St|+1
< ε, then St ← St ∪
lcandidate. Otherwise exit loop to stop adding
new labelers to St.
(d) Get the weighted majority vote of the labelers
VStt = sign
(∑
i∈St
VitQit
)
(e) ∀i ∈ St where Vit = VStt, ait ← ait + 1
(f) ∀i ∈ St, cit ← cit + 1
5. End
Figure 1. Pseudocode for the CrowdSense algorithm.
labelers; we select two labelers that have the highest
quality estimates Qit and select another one uniformly
at random. This initial pool of seed labelers enables the
algorithm to maintain a balance between exploitation of
quality estimates and exploration of the quality of the
entire set of labelers. We ask each labeler to vote on the
example, and we pay a fixed price per label. The votes
obtained from these labelers for this example are then
used to generate a confidence score, given as
Score(St) =
∑
i∈St
VitQit
which represents the weighted majority vote of the label-
ers. Next, we determine whether we are certain that the
sign of Score(St) reflects the crowd’s majority vote, and
if we are not sure, we repeatedly ask another labeler to
vote on this example until we obtain sufficient certainty
about the label. To measure how certain we are, we look
at the value of |Score(St)| and select the labeler with
the highest quality estimate Qit that is not in St as a
candidate to label this example. We then check whether
this labeler could potentially either change the weighted
majority vote if his vote were included, or if his vote
could bring us into the regime of uncertainty where the
Score(St) is close to zero, and the vote is approximately
a tie. The criteria for adding the candidate labeler to St
is defined as:
|Score(St)| −Qlcandidate,t
|St|+ 1 < ε (4)
where ε controls the level of uncertainty we are willing
to permit, 0 < ε ≤ 1. If (4) is true, the candidate
labeler is added to St and we get this labeler’s vote for xt.
We then recompute Score(St) and follow the same steps
for the next-highest-quality candidate from the pool of
unselected labelers. If the candidate labeler is not added
to St, we assign the weighted majority vote of the current
sub-crowd, St, as the predicted label of this example and
proceed to label the next example in the collection.
DATASETS AND BASELINES
We conducted experiments on four separate datasets
that model a crowd from two separate perspectives.
MovieLens is a movie recommendation dataset of user
ratings on a collection of movies, and the goal is to find
the majority vote of these reviewers. The dataset is orig-
inally very sparse, meaning that only a small subset of
users have rated each movie. We compiled a smaller
subset of this dataset where each movie is rated by each
user in the subset, to enable comparative experiments.
We mapped the original rating scale of [0-5] to votes of
{-1,1} by using 2.5 as the decision boundary. ChemIR
is a dataset of chemical patent documents from the 2009
TREC Chemistry Track. This track defines a “Prior
Art Search” task, where the competition is to develop
algorithms that, for a given set of patents, retrieve other
patents that they consider relevant to those patents. The
evaluation criteria is based on whether there is an over-
lap of the original citations of patents and the patents
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MovieLens
ChemIR
Reuters
Adult
# Examples
137
1,165
6,904
32,561
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11 L12 L13
48.17 89.78 93.43 48.90 59.12 96.35 87.59 54.01 47.44 94.16 95.62 – –
50.72 46.78 84.46 88.41 86.69 87.46 49.52 78.62 82.06 50.12 50.98 – –
80.76 83.00 89.70 82.98 88.12 87.04 95.42 80.21 78.68 95.06 82.88 71.57 87.54
81.22 80.59 86.22 87.63 91.12 94.11 56.68 85.51 81.32 85.54 79.74 84.86 96.71
Table 1. The number of examples in each dataset and the true accuracies of the labelers.
retrieved by the algorithm. The ChemIR dataset that we
compiled is the complete list of citations of several chem-
istry patents, and the {+1,-1} votes indicate whether or
not an algorithm has successfully retrieved a true cita-
tion of a patent. Both MovieLens and ChemIR datasets
have 11 labelers in total. Reuters is a popular dataset
of articles that appeared on the Reuters newswire in
1987. We selected documents from the money-fx cat-
egory. The Reuters data is divided into a “training set”
and a “test set,” which is not the format we need to test
our algorithms. We used the first half of the training
set (3,885 examples) to develop our labelers. Specif-
ically, we trained several machine learning algorithms
on these data: AdaBoost, Na¨ıve Bayes, SVM, Decision
Trees, and Logistic Regression, where we used several
different parameter settings for SVM and Decision Trees.
Each algorithm with its specific parameter setting was
used to generate one labeler, and there were 10 label-
ers generated this way. Additionally, we selected 3 fea-
tures of the dataset as labelers, for a total of 13 labelers.
We combined the other half of the training set with the
test set, which provided 6,904 total examples over which
we used to measure the performance of CrowdSense and
the baselines. The same simulation of a crowd that we
conducted for the Reuters dataset was also used for the
Adult dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Reposi-
tory, which is collected from the 1994 Census database.
For MovieLens, we added 50% noise and for ChemIR
we added 60% noise to 5 of the labelers to introduce
a greater diversity of judgements, since all the original
labelers had comparable qualities and did not strongly
reflect the diversity of labelers and other issues that we
aim to address. For the Reuters and Adult datasets,
we varied the parameters of the classification algorithm
“labelers” to yield predictions with varying peformance.
All reported results are averages of 100 runs, each with a
random ordering of examples to prevent bias due to the
order in which examples are presented.
We compared CrowdSense with several baselines: (a)
the accuracy of the average labeler, represented as the
mean accuracy of the individual labelers, (b) the accu-
racy of the overall best labeler in hindsight, and (c) the
algorithm that selects just over half the labelers (i.e.
⌈11/2⌉ = 6 for ChemIR and MovieLens, ⌈13/2⌉ = 7 for
Reuters and Adult) uniformly at random, which com-
bines the votes of labelers with no quality assessment
using majority vote. As for the comparative analysis of
labeler selection based on quality estimates, we compare
CrowdSense against IEThresh (Donmez et al. 2009).
IEThresh builds upon Interval Estimation (IE) learning,
which estimates an upper confidence interval UI for the
mean reward for an action, which is a technique used in
reinforcement learning. In IEThresh, an action refers to
asking a labeler to vote on an item, and a reward rep-
resents the labeler’s agreement with the majority vote.
The UI metric for IEThresh is defined for a sample “a”
as
UI(a) = m(a) + t
(n−1)
α
2
s(a)√
n
(5)
where m(a) and s(a) are the sample mean and sample
standard deviation for a, n is the sample size and t
(n−1)
α
2
is the critical value for the Student’s t-distribution. The
sample “a” for a labeler is the vector of ±1’s, indicating
agreement of that labeler with the majority. IEThresh
updates the UI scores of the labelers after observing
new votes, and given the UI scores {UI1, UI2, . . . , UIk}
for the labelers, IEThresh selects all labelers j with
UIj > ε×maxj˜(UIj˜). The ε parameter in both Crowd-
Sense and IEThresh algorithms tunes the size of the sub-
set of labelers selected for voting, so we report results for
a range of ε values. Note that tuning ε exhibits oppo-
site behavior in CrowdSense and IEThresh; increasing ε
relaxes CrowdSense’s selection criteria to ask for votes
from more labelers, whereas larger ε causes IEThresh to
have a more strict selection policy. So a given value of ε
for CrowdSense does not directly correspond to a partic-
ular value of ε for IEThresh. On the other hand, since
ε controls the number of labelers used for each example
in both algorithms, it also controls the total number of
labelers used for the entire collection of examples. (This
is proportional to the cost of the full experiment.) When
we adjust the ε values for CrowdSense and IEThresh so
that the total number of labelers is similar, we can di-
rectly see which algorithm is more accurate, given that
the same total cost is spent on each.
OVERALL PERFORMANCE
First, we compare CrowdSense with the baselines to
demonstrate its ability to accurately approximate the
crowd’s vote. In the next section, we present a modular
view of CrowdSense, and show the impact of each module
on the algorithm’s accuracy. Accuracy is calculated as
the proportion of examples where the algorithm agreed
with the majority vote of the entire crowd.
Figure 2 indicates that uniformly across different values
of ε, CrowdSense consistently achi-eved the highest accu-
racy against the baselines, indicating that CrowdSense
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Figure 2. Tradeoff curves, averaged over 100 runs. The x-axis is the total number of votes (the total cost) used by the
algorithm to label the entire dataset. The y-axis indicates the accuracy on the full dataset. The error bars indicate
sample standard deviation over the 100 runs.
uses any fixed budget more effectively than IEThresh.
Generally, the quality estimates of CrowdSense better
reflect the true accuracy of the members of the crowd
and therefore, it can identify and pick a more represen-
tative subset of the crowd. The other baselines that
we considered did not achieve the same level of perfor-
mance as CrowdSense and IEThresh. On the subplots
in Figure 2, the accuracy of the best labeler in hind-
sight (baseline (b)) is indicated as a straight line. Note
that the accuracy of the best labeler is computed sepa-
rately as a constant, and does not vary with the x-axis
on the plot. Baselines (a) and (c), which are the average
labeler and the unweighted random labelers, achieved
performance beneath that of the best labeler. For the
MovieLens dataset, the values for these baselines are
74.05% and 83.69% respectively; for ChemIR these val-
ues are 68.71% and 73.13%, for Reuters, the values are
84.84% and 95.25%, and for Adult they are 83.94% and
95.03%. The results demonstrate that asking for labels
from labelers at random may yield poor performance for
representing the majority vote, highlighting the impor-
tance of making informed decisions for selecting the rep-
resentative members of the crowd. Asking the best and
average labeler were also not effective approximators of
the majority vote of the crowd.
SPECIFIC CHOICES FOR EXPLORATION AND
EXPLOITATION IN CROWDSENSE
The algorithm template underlying CrowdSense has
three components that can be instantiated in different
ways: (1) the composition of the initial seed set of label-
ers (step 4(b) in the pseudocode), (2) how subsequent
labelers are added to the set (step 4(c)), and (3) the
weighting scheme, which affects the selection of the ini-
tial labeler set, the way the additional labelers are incor-
porated, as well as the strategy for combining the votes
of the labelers (steps 4(b)(c)(d)).
We tested the effect of the first component by running
separate experiments that initialized the labeler set with
three (3Q), one (1Q) and no (0Q) labelers that had the
highest quality estimates, where for the latter two, addi-
tional labelers were selected at random to complete the
set of three initial labelers. 3Q removes the exploration
capability of the initial set whereas the latter two make
limited use of the quality estimates. Figure 3 shows an
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CrowdSense
3Q
1Q
0Q
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Component 3
Component 1
Figure 3. Performance of CrowdSense and several of its
variants on the Movielens dataset, averaged over 100 runs.
The x-axis is the total number of votes (the total cost),
and the y-axis is the running accuracy on those examples.
example for a specific choice of ε, where all three variants
have lower predictive performance than CrowdSense.
We experimented with the second component by adding
labelers randomly rather than in order of their qualities.
In this case, exploitation is limited, and the algorithm
again tends not to perform as well (as shown in Figure
3 for the curve marked “Component 2”).
To test the effect of the weighting scheme in the third
component, we removed the use of weights from the al-
gorithm. This corresponds to selecting the initial seed of
labelers and the additional labelers at random without
using their quality estimates. In addition, when combin-
ing the votes of the individual labelers, we use majority
voting, rather than a weighted majority vote. This ap-
proach performed dramatically worse than the rest of
the variants in Figure 3, demonstrating the significance
of using quality estimates for labeler selection and the
calculation of weighted vote.
Initialization with Gold Standard
Gold standard examples are the “actual” opinion of the
crowd gathered by taking the majority vote of all mem-
bers. Even though collecting votes from the entire crowd
for some of the examples initially increases the overall
cost, it might help us to make better estimates in ear-
lier iterations and thus, achieve higher overall accuracy.
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Figure 4. Comparison of running accuracy with and with-
out gold standard, averaged over 100 runs. For Crowd-
Sense, we used ε = 0.1 and for IEThresh, we used ε = 0.97
to have comparable number of labelers.
In CrowdSense, initialization with gold standard refers
to updating step 3 in Figure 1 by initializing ci1 with
the number of gold standard examples, and ai1 with the
number of times labeler li agreed with the entire crowd.
This initialization scheme is consistent with equation (3).
In Figure 4, we present the effect of initialization with
gold standard for CrowdSense and IEThresh. The gold
set contains four examples, where two of them were voted
as +1 by the majority of the crowd, and the other two
voted as -1. The running accuracy curves in Figure 4
start from right after observing the gold data.
As expected, gold data clearly improve CrowdSense’s
performance because the estimates are now initialized
with perfect information for the first few examples. This
benefit comes at the expense of using more of the budget
at the initialization stage.
An interesting observation is that providing gold stan-
dard data to IEThresh can actually make its perfor-
mance substantially worse. Consider a labeler who
agrees with the crowd’s vote on every gold standard ex-
ample. In this case, the labeler will get a reward for
every single vote, yielding UI = 1 (since s(a) = 0 and
m(a) = 1). On the other hand, the labelers that disagree
with the crowd on some examples will have s(a) > 0 and
will receive UI > 1. Therefore they will be preferred
over the labelers that were in total agreement with the
entire crowd’s vote for each gold standard example. This
illustrates why we believe that upper confidence intervals
may not be the right way to handle this particular prob-
lem. In any case, we note that it may be possible to
achieve better performance for IEThresh by using the
upper confidence interval for the binomial distribution
in early iterations rather than the t-distribution, since
the number of correct votes is approximately binomially
distributed rather than normally distributed.
Effect of the ε parameter
As discussed earlier, the ε parameter is a trade-off be-
tween the total cost that we are willing to spend and
the accuracy that we would like to achieve. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the average running performance over 100 runs
of CrowdSense for various values of epsilon. Each final
point on each of the Figure 6 curves corresponds to a
single point in Figure 2. Figure 6 shows that over the
full time course, increasing epsilon leads to increased ac-
curacy, at a higher cost.
Effect of the K parameter
The K parameter helps with both exploration at early
stages and exploitation at later stages. TheK parameter
helps to ensure that labelers who have seen fewer exam-
ples (smaller cit) are not considered more valuable than
good labelers who have seen many examples. The quality
estimate is a shrinkage estimator, lowering probabilities
when there is uncertainty. Consider a labeler who was
asked to vote on just one example and correctly voted.
His vote should not be counted as highly as a voter who
has seen 100 examples and correctly labeled 99 of them.
This can be achieved using K sufficiently large.
Increasing K also makes the quality estimates more sta-
ble, which helps to permit exploration. The quality es-
timates in the first few iterations that the labeler is in-
volved in are not often accurate, and not very stable, and
as a result, the algorithm’s accuracy could be sensitive
to what happens in the early iterations. Consider two
equally accurate labelers. After each has labeled many
items, it would have been clear that they are equal. If
one labeler coincidentally makes more mistakes in the
earlier iterations than the other, then the mistakes at
these early iterations will constitute a larger fraction of
the votes from that labeler (ait/cit will be small, and cit
will be small). Because of this, it is possible that this
labeler will not be chosen as often as the other one, and
it may not be possible to recover from the bias caused
by the mistakes in the early stages. One of the purposes
of K is to help reduce this bias – both labelers will be
assigned almost equal quality estimates in early stages.
Since the quality estimates are all approximately equal
in early stages, the weighted majority vote becomes al-
most a simple majority vote. This prevents CrowdSense
from trusting any labeler too much early on. Having the
Qit’s be almost equal also increases the chance to put
CrowdSense into the “regime of uncertainty” where it
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Figure 5. Comparison of running accuracy of CrowdSense
with varying K. All three curves use ε = 0.005, and are
averaged over 100 runs.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the running accuracy of CrowdSense at various ε values, averaged over 100 runs. In the plots,
we show how many total votes were requested at each ε value.
requests more votes per example, allowing it to explore
the labelers more. The impact of K on the quality esti-
mates gradually reduces as more votes are observed, and
exploitation-based selection of labelers will then start fa-
voring labelers that are indeed higher quality than oth-
ers, and trusting them more in the weighted majority
vote.
We demonstrate the impact of K by comparing separate
runs of CrowdSense with different K in Figure 5. At
K = 100, the quality estimates tilt the selection criteria
towards an exploratory scheme in most of the iterations.
This results in achieving the highest accuracy by col-
lecting the most votes. At the other extreme, K = 0
causes the quality estimates to be highly sensitive to the
accuracy of the labels right from the start, and it can be
seen that this significantly degrades the overall accuracy
of the algorithm. Furthermore, it is also interesting to
note that removing K achieves worse performance than
K = 10 despite collecting more votes. This indicates
that the results are better when more conservative qual-
ity estimates are used in early iterations.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our goal is to “approximate the crowd,” that is, to es-
timate the crowd’s majority vote by asking only certain
members of it to vote. We discussed exploration/exploi-
tation in this context, specifically, that exploration is
necessary for estimating the qualities of the labelers, and
exploitation (that is, repeatedly using the best label-
ers) is necessary for obtaining a good estimate of the
crowd’s majority vote. We presented a modular outline
that CrowdSense follows, which is that a small pool of
labelers vote initially, then labelers are added incremen-
tally until the estimate of the majority is more certain,
then a weighted majority vote is taken as the overall pre-
diction. We discussed specific choices within this mod-
ular outline, the most important one being the choice
of ε, which determines the overall budget for labeling
the entire dataset. We compared our results to several
baselines, indicating that CrowdSense, and the overall
exploration/exploitation ideas behind it, can be useful
for approximating the crowd.
One of the main challenges to approximating the crowd
has to do with the fact that the majority vote is taken
as the ground truth (the truth we aim to predict). This
means that there is a complicated relationship (a joint
probability distribution) between the labelers’ accuracies
and the ground truth. In the longer version of this work,
we propose variations of CrowdSense that directly in-
corporate assumptions about this joint distribution. In
particular, we consider (i) a statistical independence as-
sumption of the labelers, which is useful for modeling
large crowds, and (ii) a lower bound on how often the
current sub-crowd agrees with the crowd majority vote,
where calculations are based on the binomial distribu-
tion. In both of these cases, even though probabilistic
assumptions were made, the accuracy of the resulting
algorithm is comparable to (or lower than) CrowdSense
itself. It is difficult to characterize the joint distribu-
tion for the problem of approximating the crowd, due to
the constraint that the majority vote is the true label.
CrowdSense, with its easy-to-understand weighted ma-
jority voting scheme, seems to capture the essence of the
problem, and yet has the best performance within the
pool of algorithms we tried.
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